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Why Do We Need TA?

 Inventory time step varies by sector:  hourly, daily, 
month-specific average day, annual

 States need to be able to create State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) inventories with a 
consistent time step across inventory sectors:  e.g., 
weekday/weekend, ozone season

 Currently use SMOKE modeling system and/or other 
post-processing scripts to develop 
weekday/weekend/ozone season inventories

 Need a tool for states to apply the time step of their 
choice to any inventory



What is Temporal Allocation?



How to Convert Emissions?

Convert a finer resolution to a coarser one
Daily totals → monthly totals or episodic 

average day
 Sum emissions for appropriate days, divide by 

number of days for average day value

Convert a coarser resolution to a finer one
Annual totals → monthly totals or daily totals
Need to estimate how the emissions will vary 

through time



What is EMF?
 Emissions modeling

o Emissions inventories → hourly, gridded, chemically speciated
emissions estimates

o Create input for air quality models (CMAQ and CAMx)

 Software system designed specifically to help with 
the process of emissions modeling
o Manage emissions data files

o Organize data files and track changes to data

o Create summaries and comparisons of inventories

o Share with other users

o Developed by OAQPS US EPA



How the EMF works
 The EMF client application 

runs on your local 
computer

 The client application 
communicates with the 
remote EMF server

 The remote EMF server 
stores the emissions data 
and does the number 
crunching

 MARAMA installed the EMF 
server on Amazon Web 
Service (AWS)



EMF GUI



EMF Managers



EMF GUI



Temporal Allocation Module

 Designed to help with analysis of inventory emissions

 Convert your inventory data to various temporal resolution 
periods:
 Estimate monthly, daily, or episodic totals from annual values

 Sum up or daily totals for different periods throughout the year

 Same Temporal Allocation Method used in SMOKE 
modeling system

 Comparable results between EMF TA and SMOKE

 More Flexible Summing/Averaging Methods than SMOKE



Temporal Allocation Manager



Summary Tab



Inventory Tab



Inventory Input Resolution

 Inventory contains emissions data at different 
temporal resolutions
 Annual Total (tons/year)

 Monthly total (tons/month)

 Monthly Average Day: Monthly total divided by the 
number of day in the month

 Daily Totals

 Hourly Totals (not supported by the Temporal allocation 
module)

 Supporting FF10 and ORL formats only



Inventory Tab: View Data



Inventory Tab



Temporal Resolution



Temporal Output Options



Profile Tab



Temporal Profiles

 Temporal Profiles are estimates of how emissions 
vary for different time periods

Consider a year-to-month temporal profile
 12 factors (between 0 and 1) indicating how much 

of the annual total to allocate to each month

 If each factor is 0.0833 (1/12), then the emissions 
will be evenly distributed to each month

 If July factor = 1.0 and all other = 0.0, then all 
emissions allocated to July



Example Monthly Profiles



Types of Temporal Profiles

Monthly estimates use
 Year-to-Month profiles: 12 factors per year

 Daily estimates can use either:
 Month-to-Day profiles: 31 factors per month

 Week-to-Day profiles: 7 factors per week

 All Profiles are stored as datasets in the EMF
Dataset Type Description # of Datasets Currently Loaded in 

MARAMA EMF

Temporal Profile Monthly (CSV) Year-to-month factors 1 (2011 EPA modeling platform)

Temporal Profile Weekly (CSV) Week-to-day factors 1 (2011 EPA modeling platform)

Temporal Profile Daily (CSV) Month-to-day factors 0



Profile Data Viewer



Temporal Profiles Assignments

 Different sources will use different temporal 
profiles based on the source’s activity or location

 Temporal profiles assigned to sources via a cross-
reference dataset

Cross-reference dataset allows
 Geographic region (FIPS code)

 Source type (SCC)

 Pollutant

 Point-source characteristics (facility ID, emission unit ID,,)



X-Reference Data Viewer



Execution



Types of Outputs
 A run creates up to three output datasets

 Monthly results, daily results, and episodic results

 EMF Dataset Types
 Temporal Allocation Monthly Result

− Total and average day emissions for each source, 
pollutant, and month

 Temporal Allocation Daily Result

− Total emissions for each source, pollutant, and day

 Temporal Allocation Episodic Result

− Total and average day emissions for each source and 
pollutant across the episode



Output Files



Output Files



Resources
 EMF User’s Guide: 

http://www.cmascenter.org/emf/internal/guide.html

 CoST User’s Guide: 
http://www.cmascenter.org/help/model_docs/emf_cost/2
.5.1/CoST_UsersGuide_2012-08-01_Final.pdf

 TA User’s Guide: 
https://www.cmascenter.org/emf/internal/temporal_alloc
ation.html

 MARAMA EMF/CoST/TA Webinars: 
http://www.marama.org/73-about-us-sp-480/general/477-
emf-webinar-training

http://www.cmascenter.org/emf/internal/guide.html
http://www.cmascenter.org/help/model_docs/emf_cost/2.5.1/CoST_UsersGuide_2012-08-01_Final.pdf
https://www.cmascenter.org/emf/internal/temporal_allocation.html
http://www.marama.org/73-about-us-sp-480/general/477-emf-webinar-training


MARAMA’s EMF/CoST/TA Webinars



Ongoing Project

 Enabling the “Case Manager” module that 
allows users to run SMOKE modeling system as a 
main goal of Emission Modeling support

 Setting up the MOVES2014 runs on AWS and 
executing SMOKE-MOVES2014 Integration tool 
run through the EMF server on AWS
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Why Do We Need TA Module?

 An Episode is a user-defined time period
 Could represent ozone season, summer, winter, etc.

 You specify the start and end date

 Within an episode, you can consider all days, weekdays, or 
weekends only
 Weekend average: calculate average day emissions for each 

weekend day within the episode

 Currently use SMOKE modeling system or other post-
processing scripts to develop daily/hourly inventories 
based on annual/monthly Inventories



Temporal Output Options

 Temporal Resolution
 Daily total (tons/day)

 Episodic average (tons/day)

 Episodic total (tons/episode)

 Episodic weekday average (tons/day)

 Episodic weekend average (tons/day)

 Monthly average (tons/day)

 Monthly total (tons/month)

 Period Start and End Date and Time
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